
 

 

 

 

Selection Notification No.7                                                              

Self-Finance Quota (Online Admission) 

               

Candidates whose Entrance Test Roll No's are mentioned below are, provisionally, selected for 

Admission to various 5-year Integrated programme under Self-Finance Quota, on the basis of 

counseling and merit obtained in the Entrance Test held by the University in February, 2020. 

BIO-CHEMISTRY (5-Year Integrated) 

 201081,206911, 201479,201022,202874,202664,200075,202785,200091,201180. 

BOTANY (5-Year Integrated) 

200927,200933,200757,200418,200853,201972,201597,203041,200546,201158 

CHEMISRTY (5-Year Integrated) 

203555,202848,204908,203348,202941,201702,200853,201648,203546,204867 

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE (5-Year Integrated) 

204418,200636,201597,203089,203530,205214,200091,204137,206497,206486 

ENGLISH (5-Year Integrated) 

201005,204606,204251,204113,204791,204690,210846,204531,204783,202563 

ECONOMICS (5-Year Integrated) 

204557,206610,200177,206765,205155,206787,204812,206618,204577,206832 

GEOGRAPHY (5-Year Integrated) 

207606,207579,205447,204986,202576,205093,206491,204233 

HISTORY (5-Year Integrated) 

207421,204783,207414,205421,207344,204582 
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POLITICAL SCIENCE (5-Year Integrated) 

205578,205397,205663,204384,205155,205237,205741,205092,204783,205030 

PHYSICS (5-Year Integrated) 

203417,204011,203624,200546,203490,202337,203343,200458,203307,203979 

ZOOLOGY (5-Year Integrated) 

200927,200203,201891,202245,201493,201455,202618,200757,200189,200853. 

IMCA (5-Year Integrated) 

206992,202664,206988,204443,207107,202663,203922,203735, 207079 

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (5-Year Integrated) 

202664,206965,206491 

IMBA (5-Year Integrated) 

204500, 206436,205838,206286,206334,201456,205961,206410,204783,206298 

COMMERCE (5-Year Integrated) 

207238,206020,207254,206257 

 B.Ed. + M.Ed. (3-Year Integrated) 

210679,210827, 210704,210642,210592,210575,210790,210819,210743. 

 

In view of the advisories issued by various Government Agencies amid Coronavirus pandemic, 

Cluster University Srinagar has decided to complete the Admission process through ONLINE-

MODE only for the Session-2020 of the selected candidates. This will enable the selected 

candidates to attend Online Classes commenced by the University. In this regard, the above 

selected candidates are directed to visit the University website cusrinagar.edu.in for completion 

of admission formalities via Student Login (Using Form No. and DOB Credentials). 

Students are required to upload scanned copies of DOB, Provisional, Character certificates, 12th 

Marks Card (PG marks card for BEd+MEd candidates) and Reserved Category Certificate (if 
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selected under a reserved category) for verification of the credentials.  Candidates shall be 

informed to deposit the prescribed Annual Fee once the verification of the uploaded 

documents is completed. 

 Admission shall be completely provisional and is subject to the final verification of copies of the 

original documents at the time of opening of the University. 

 Submission/uploading of any wrong information by the candidate will lead to 

disqualification/cancellation of the admission of the candidate. 

Selected candidates shall be informed through SMS on their registered mobile numbers 

regarding the payment of the fee and other necessary details. 

The last date for completing admission formalities is June 2, 2020. 

                                                                                                                   Sd/- 

                                                                                                      Assistant Registrar       

                                                                                                (Coordinator Admissions) 

Dated: - 27-5-2020        

No: - CUS/Adm/IG/.            /2020                   


